Abstract. We present a tool for the automatic generation of test stimuli for small numerical support functions, e.g., code for trigonometric functions, quaternions, filters, or table lookup. Our tool is based on Klee to produce a set of test stimuli for full path coverage. We use a method of iterative deepening over abstractions to deal with floating-point values. During actual testing the stimuli exercise the code against a reference implementation. We illustrate our approach with results of experiments with low-level trigonometric functions, interpolation routines, and mathematical support functions from an open source UAS autopilot.
Introduction
Modern aircraft, spacecraft, or cars contain a large amount of software that is required to function properly for safe system operation and to accomplish the mission. It is estimated that a modern mid-size car is running more than 100 millions lines of code [1] on potentially more than 100 individual processing units. With the increase of software size and complexity, model-based approaches have found their way into safety-relevant applications in the aerospace and automotive domain. Although extensive analyses can be performed on the model level, a large percentage of the overall development cost for safety-critical software is spent on Verification and Validation (V&V) of the actual code and has become a huge challenge for system integrators and subsystem vendors.
Several prominent standards have been developed that require testing with a specific coverage metric depending on the safety-criticality of the code. For example, ISO 26262 Road Vehicles [2] requires testing according to MC/DC (Modified Condition Decision Coverage) for code belonging to Automotive Safety Integrity Level (ASIL) D. For levels A and B, only statement coverage is "highly recommended". Similarly, DO 178-C [3] defines levels A-E, where level A concerns the most critical software that has to be tested to 100% MC/DC coverage.
The application software, in particular, when generated using a model-based tool, requires a large number of low level support routines, which typically include advanced floating point operations (like trigonometric functions, matrices, vectors, or quaternions) as well as support functions for the auto-generated code (e.g., table look-up, interpolation, filters, or integrators). Many embedded https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20140013441 2020-01-24T11:35:10+00:00Z system use the Netlib 1 mathematical library, or parts thereof like FDLIBM.
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Also, John Hauser's SoftFloat 3 is being widely used. Most underlying algorithms, approximations, and tables are based on well-known algorithms [4] . Often such routines are part of the compiler or operating system package. Therefore, they are assumed to be given and correct and their proper testing tends to be ignored.
Because testing of such routines is essential, but manual test case generation is cumbersome and time consuming, we have developed a tool for the automatic generation of test stimuli for small numerical subroutines. In the following, we will first give a description of testcase generation using symbolic execution with Klee. We then describe our tool architecture and discuss iterative deepening of abstractions. To illustrate advantages and limitations of our tool, we present results of experiments on trigonometric subroutines, table lookup, and a set of low-level mathematical support functions for an open source autopilot.
Automatic Testcase Generation
The input to our tool is a support function o = f (x 1 , . . . , x m ) implemented 4 in C or C++. The tool generates test stimuli, i.e., a set of vectors with concrete values x i 1 , . . . , x i m that, when given as parameters to f , will fully cover the code of f . For testing, we use the test stimuli to exercise f , compare the calculated result o against a reference implementation and measure the code coverage according to the required coverage metric using an external tool.
Since we test against a reference implementation and do not use the output of our tool as an oracle, soundness of stimulus generation tool is not required. Tool unsoundness, however, can lead to an increased number of unnecessary test stimuli, decreasing testing performance.
Due to the requirement of handling floating-point values, the testcase generation has to be incomplete in general. Our tool architecture uses iterative deepening over abstractions to accomplish a reasonably complete set of test stimuli. We obtain the actual coverage by using an external trusted tool.
For the testcase generation, we use Klee, 5 which is a symbolic execution engine based upon the LLVM framework. 6 It exhaustively explores all paths of the code; variables of interest (in our case, x i ) are treated as symbolic values, and each path is represented by a path constraint. For example, the code fragment if (x<0 || x>10) A; else B; produces three distinct path constraints: [x < 0] : A means that A can be reached by making the first condition true; similarly for [x > 10] : A , the second condition must be true. Finally, the path constraint [¬(x < 0) ∧ ¬(x > 10)] : B reaches B. Solving each path constraint leads to a set of test stimuli, for example, {−1, 11, 5}. Here, 3 test cases are needed for full path coverage; statement coverage only requires two stimuli, e.g., {−1, 5}. Klee uses the powerful STP 7 solver to find solutions for the path constraints. However, Klee only provides very little support for floating point numbers; in most cases, Klee silently instantiates the variable with a random value. KLEE-FP [6] has been designed to reason about equivalence of floating point numbers and is not suitable for this task. Yet, we chose to use Klee, because it can handle the full C/C++ syntax and provides support for bitwise operations, which is essential for our purposes.
Our tool architecture and process is depicted in Figure 1 . Starting with code under test P , which implements the function o = f (·) in one or more syntactic procedures, and an initial set of parameters d = 0, a parameterized abstraction is generated and applied to P . In this abstraction, all variables of type float or double are converted to integers. Each floating point constant c is represented as sign(c) min(maxint, |c| × 10 d ) . We chose a base of 10 because then the abstraction can be done on the source code by simply moving decimal points. Embedded function calls to other low-level routines (e.g., sqrt, sin) are abstracted by simple Taylor series or table lookup. Since most of the results of floating point operations in P do not show up in equality comparisons in conditional statements, our abstraction is often successful by using this fixed-point abstraction with d decimal places. Additional abstraction parameters define, how often P is invoked during each test-an important step for testing reentrant functions like filters. The abstracted code P A is processed by Klee, which returns a set of (abstracted) test stimuli T A . They might cover all paths in P A or only a subset if Klee timed out. We translate T A into actual test stimuli and use them to exercise P ; coverage is measured on the original code P . If we are not satisfied with the results, the parameters controlling the abstraction are incremented and the iterative deepening loop starts again. 
Experiments
In this section, we describe selected experiments with this tool and discuss findings, advantages, and limitations of our approach. Trigonometric Functions. Functions to calculate trigonometric functions are often considered part of the operating system or compiler. However, for small embedded systems, such functions must be provided externally and must be tested accordingly. As an example, consider a standard implementation (e.g., [8] ) of the trigonometric function double sin(double x). In a first step, 8 the input x is broken down into its components (exponent, mantissa, and sign) according to IEEE 754 [7] using a C union and bit-fields. After handling cases for infinity, NaN, and very small argument values, x is normalized to [0 . . . π/2], and the quadrant is determined. Finally, the function value is approximated by a 7th order polynomial. A complex algorithm for multiplication without loss of accuracy is used (see [8] , [9] ). Multiple macro definitions are used to handle machine-dependent issues. Although there are no loops in this code, there is a substantially complex control flow with 10 nested if-then-elses and one switch statement with 4 cases and an empty default label. Such a code structure makes a manual development of test cases hard.
With our tool, we generated a total of 44 test stimuli in less than 10s CPU time on an Intel Macbook Pro. This set of stimuli also contain NaN and Inf, which are encoded according to IEEE 754 by specific settings of mantissa and exponent bits. Several iterations of abstractions resulted in d = 7. Due to technical restrictions of KLEE, it also was necessary to pass two 32bit integer values instead of one 64bit double to the function.
When executing the generated test stimuli, two interesting observations could be made: (1) a comparison of the calculated values against the standard Mac OSX implementation revealed that, while the error between this code and the reference was in general between 10 −11 and 10 −18 , two test stimuli caused errors that were larger than 3 × 10 −6 , which might give raise to some concern. (2) a detailed analysis of the results with the industry-standard testing and coverage tool LDRA 9 revealed that this piece of code, which is actually a part of a commercial distribution, contains dead code. The empty default label in the switch statement can never be reached due to the range of the argument. Thus no test set can produce 100% MC/DC coverage, a fact which makes one wonder if that routine was ever tested according to that metric. Interpolation Table. One of the most common block types in model-based systems like Simulink is the table lookup or 1-D interpolation block. Given an input u, it calculates an approximation of f (u), whereby values of f (x) for monotonically increasing values of x are given statically as a table (see Figure 2A for a code sketch). We have analyzed a generic version of an 1-D table lookup, which is somewhat similar to Mathworks' rt look.c. 10 After checking for boundary cases, a binary search is used to find the appropriate indices into the table.
We used our tool to generate test stimuli for two relevant scenarios: (1) given a concrete lookup table x, f (x) 1..len , find values for u such that all paths are covered. E.g., for x = −2, 0, 3, 5, 8 , and f the identity function, the following six test cases for u are generated in less than 0.1s: u ∈ {−2147483648, −1, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8}. Here, d = 1 was sufficient to obtain full coverage. In general, the necessary value of d depends on the minimal difference Δ = x i+1 −x i . In the abstracted program Δ must be at least 2 in order to trigger the divide-and-conquer algorithm. This requires that d ≥ log 10 min i (x i+1 −x i ) . In scenario (2), given the desired length len of the interpolation table, triples ( x, f (x) , u) with length(x) = len are generated such that the code is fully covered. Note that the values of x must be increasing monotonically. Therefore, the additional constraint x 1 < x 2 . . . must be specified in the test driver. Figure 2B shows, for different values of len, the number C 0 of all generated stimuli and the number C of stimuli that obey our constraint and can be used as proper test stimuli. All results have been obtained with the assertion assert ( Fig. 2A) turned off. When activated, it is textually replaced by a conditional statement that aborts the execution if the condition is not met. Interestingly, Klee could still find a full coverage test set. This indicates that there exist stimuli u, which, for a given table x, cause the abortion of the execution. In an embedded system, such a behavior could have disastrous consequences. A closer look at the code reveals that the actual binary search loop is correct, but the assertion in rt look.c is wrong (R2014a and earlier).
// o u t s i d e t h e t a b l e ( l e f t ) e l s e i f ( u >= x [ len − 1]) return f [ len − 1 ] ; / / o u t s i d e ( r i g h t ) e l s e f o r ( ; ; ) { / / d o b i n a r y s e a r c h

ArduPilot. ArduPilot
11 is an open source project aiming to provide high quality code for a simple autopilot for small fixed wing or rotorcraft UAVs, RC cars, or model boats. Ardupilot is implemented in C++ and runs on the Arduino platform.
12 Its mathematical libraries contain numerous functions dealing with trigonometric functions (via table lookup), vectors, matrices, quaternions, and filters. We used our tool to generate test stimuli for a number of those functions, leveraging the fact that Klee can work on C++ code with templates. Although the code for each function is short and usually does not contain any loops, the presence of (nested) conditional statements makes our tool convenient for the task of testcase generation. In our experiments, we generated between 2 and more than a hundred test stimuli (e.g., 116 for a function, which determines if a point is inside or outside a closed polygon with 7 edges).
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a tool for the automatic generation of test stimuli for small numeric support functions. Based upon Klee, it uses iterative deepening over abstractions to deal with floating point operations. Because in practically all examples we analyzed so far, the results of floating point operations in P do not show up in equality comparisons, our abstraction is often successful in producing a sufficient set of test stimuli. Although our tool has been able to conveniently and automatically generate test stimuli for a number of small, but often "tricky" numerical support routines, our approach still has several shortcomings. For example, configuration parameters and #define macros or template parameters (e.g., length of a filter buffer) currently cannot be treated symbolically and thus cannot be varied by our tool. Furthermore, preparation and abstraction of the code has not been fully automated yet, and support for writing test drivers and test scripts with symbolic variables is still very primitive. Obviously, scalability is an issue with larger programs, or programs, which contain nested loops (e.g., matrix operations). There, the restriction to MC/DC coverage to substantially reduce number of explored paths and generated stimuli and an abstraction for loops or the ability to modify Klee's behavior on generating path conditions should be investigated. Table 3 . Generated Testcases for the sin support routine with d = 7. n is the testcase number, xn the test stimulus, and error Eref = (sin xn −ŝ inxn) 2 with respect to reference implementationŝ in on a Macbook Pro (Mac OSX 10.6.8).
Given x = x0, x1, ..., xn−1 monotonically increasing and F = f (x0), . . . , f(xn−1)
1. if u is outside the range of x, return f (x0) or f (xn−1), 2. otherwise, determine the index 0 ≤ i < n such that xi ≤ u ≤ xi+1, and 3. calculate the table lookup value as (f (xi) + f (xi+1))/2 or by linear interpolation. Table 6 . The number of test cases generated for different lengths of the lookup table. C0 is the number of test cases generated by KLEE, C is the number of valid test cases (i.e., vectors with increasing values), and run-time t for their generation.
